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     Printing companies develop businesses in a broad range of fields by taking advantage of 

information processing, processing, precise coating and other technologies they have cultivated 

through printing on paper media. The firms R&I evaluates using this rating methodology are 

printing companies working primarily in the sectors of publication printing (books and magazines), 

commercial printing (sales promotion materials), business forms (cards, bank books and slips), and 

living and industry materials (packaging, printing products for interior/exterior decormaterials and 

high-performance materials). Additional business areas of printing companies encompass services 

that are handled in relation to printed materials, such as business process outsourcing (BPO) and 

sales promotions (SP), and electronics products they offer using their printing technologies. 

 

I. Evaluation of Business Risk 

1. View of industry risk 

     The scale of the domestic market for the printing and related industries is about five trillion 

yen. The demand for various printed materials continues to contract due to Japan's declining 

population and advancements in digitization. This is a structural trend that makes medium to 

long-term expansion of the domestic market unlikely. 

     Since the printing industry has a strong local aspect, there are a large number of printing 

companies. It is often difficult to differentiate products based on technology. Customers choose a 

printing company with a focus on cost, which renders the competition to obtain new orders 

comparatively severe. Once a company has ensured an order and forged a close business 

relationship with a customer, the probability of continuing to receive orders from the customer 

tends to be relatively high due to the need to appropriately manage various information. 

     Because it is an order-initiated industry and customers receive products as soon as ordered 

printed materials are ready, inventory risk is comparatively small. Constructing a large 

manufacturing plant requires a sizable capital investment. Given the absence of major 

technological innovations and a low risk of manufacturing facilities becoming obsolete, however, a 
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relatively long payback period can be acceptable in some cases. 

     Looking broadly at peripheral sectors of the printing industry, the markets for both BPO, 

which carries out part of customer enterprise activities such as back office operations, and SP, 

which provides services and tools related to customers' sales promotion activities, are about two 

trillion yen in size, respectively. While BPO is growing, the market for SP has peaked. SP is subject 

to slightly higher market volatility than BPO. The industry is labor-intensive and the investment 

burden is light, meaning barriers to entry are low and the competition is relatively keen. Once a 

company has been able to build a business relationship, however, ensuring continuous orders is easy. 

Electronics products that utilize printing technologies, such as photomasks for semiconductors, can 

expect market growth, but their life cycles are short and demand volatility is comparatively high. 

Because there are only a limited number of players in the electronics sector handled by printing 

companies, excessively intense competition has not occurred. Investment risk has been contained, 

as existing facilities can be used in many cases even though the pace of technological innovations is 

fast. 

     Viewed as a whole, R&I evaluates the printing industry to have a medium degree of industry 

risk. 

 

(1) Market size, market growth potential and market volatility 

     According to industrial statistics from the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, the value 

of shipments by the domestic printing and printing-related industries is about five trillion yen. 

Because many of the media that are printed are general consumer goods, they are consumed every 

day and enjoy continuous demand. These products are generally less susceptible to fluctuations in 

the economy. Demand is in a structural contraction phase and will unlikely pick up. While some 

sectors, such as package printing, see solid demand, the decline in total population and accelerating 

digitization have become a demand reduction factor common to many sectors of the printing 

industry. 

     The size of the entire printing-related market, including peripheral sectors such as SP and 

BPO services and electronics, is more than ten trillion yen. That said, the market's growth potential 

is low even if these sectors are taken into account. R&I judges market volatility to be somewhat 

high in light of the demand volatility in the electronics sector, among others. 

 

(2) Industry structure (competitive environment) 

     Because of aspects of the local industry, there are a large number of entrants, mainly in the 
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sectors of publication printing, commercial printing, and business forms. For living and industry 

materials, many companies develop their business by narrowing their focus to a specific field, and 

in such cases competition occurs among a limited number of players. With the exceptions of living 

and industry materials and some business forms, differentiation based on technology is difficult. 

Customers show a marked tendency to select a printing company by focusing on cost. While the 

major players developing their business over a broad area, and small and medium-sized businesses 

with local roots, are formed into distinct groups based on the size of orders, the competition to 

acquire new orders and customers tends to be comparatively intense. 

     In peripheral sectors, SP and BPO services have low barriers to entry. With players from 

diverse industries, the competitive environment is somewhat tough. On the other hand, entrants 

are limited for the electronics sector in which printing companies are involved, because high 

technological and production capabilities are a must. The sector has not fallen into unduly severe 

competition, though there is a risk of customers shifting to in-house production. 

 

(3) Customer continuity and stability 

     The need to manage various information appropriately provides an incentive to continue using 

one printing company. There also are strong aspects of joint production between a printing company 

and its customers, including planning of printed materials, communications concerning information 

to be printed, and confirmation of finished printed materials. Customer continuity and stability are 

relatively high, in R&I's view. In peripheral sectors as well, a printing company can often expect a 

continuous business with customers it has acquired, since expertise for each customer is required in 

many fields. 

 

(4) Capital and inventory investment cycle 

     When starting up a large-scale manufacturing base, a printing company must install not only 

printing machines but information processing systems, film making and platemaking equipment, 

and postpress machines primarily for binding and post-processing. Given the cost of these facilities, 

along with space for storing base paper, films, packaging materials, inks and printed materials, the 

investment amount can be relatively large. On the other hand, the facilities are highly versatile, 

and the risk of obsolescence is small. In many cases, there are no significant technological 

innovations and a comparatively long payback period is acceptable. 

     Placement of orders for printed materials tends to be concentrated in specific times. When 

viewed on a weekly basis, capacity utilization fluctuates widely. If production capacity is aligned 
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with the peak printing volume, capacity utilization will fall sharply in times of fewer orders. In 

publication printing and commercial printing, where such demand characteristics are particularly 

strong, there is an industry practice that companies, including major players, subcontract their 

tasks to others, which allows the entire industry to curtail investment risk. Because printed 

materials are produced to order, and products are delivered to customers as soon as they are 

completed, inventory risk is relatively low. 

     In general, the capital investment cycle of the electronics sector is short because cutting-edge 

equipment needs to be installed according to technological changes. In fields where printing 

companies operate, however, there is a strong tendency that investment costs are held down mainly 

through the utilization of existing facilities, as such operations are based on printing technologies. 

R&I therefore does not consider the risk associated with investment recoupment to be high. 

 

(5) Protection, regulations and public aspects 

     From the perspective of protection, regulations and public aspects, there are no parameters 

that have a material impact on creditworthiness. 

 

(6) Cost structure 

     Materials and subcontracting costs represent a large part of a printing company's 

manufacturing costs, followed by labor costs and depreciation costs. Behind such a cost structure is 

an industry structure that printing companies even out order volumes through subcontracting to 

produce printed materials, particularly in publication printing and commercial printing. Variable 

costs account for a relatively large share of total costs, and cost flexibility in response to changes in 

sales is comparatively high. 

     In publication printing and commercial printing, price competition is fierce and unit price is 

on a declining trend. Even if a printing company builds an efficient production system that matches 

demand, it is difficult to raise unit price by adding value, making profitability improvement a 

challenge. When receiving an order for printing and peripheral services as a bundle, however, a 

company can increase added value more easily by providing comprehensive solutions and achieve 

high profitability for the order. 

     In the cases of business forms and living and industry materials, printing companies often 

perform printing and processing at their own plant. While this reverses the weights of 

subcontracting costs and labor costs compared with publication printing and commercial printing, 

fixed costs rarely become an excessive burden relative to sales. It is also easier to raise the marginal 
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profit ratio by developing and launching new products. 

 

2. View of individual firm risk 

     In contrast to industry risk, which highlights the standard risks of the industry of which the 

subject firms are a part, the business risk of each company will differ depending on the individual 

firm risk as explained below. 

 

(1) Business domain and competitiveness 

     The business domains of printing companies vary with each company, and business portfolios 

are diverse. While some companies develop their business across a broad spectrum of printing 

sectors and handle peripheral services as well, others concentrate on a specific business domain. 

Given such an industry structure, the number and size of a company's earnings sources become 

factors that influence the robustness of its earnings base. If a company operates in many fields, it 

will be more likely that a deterioration of the earnings environment in a specific area can be covered 

by other businesses, which will mitigate the negative impact on its business performance. R&I can 

give a high evaluation to a company that engages in all of publication printing, commercial printing, 

business forms and living and industry materials and also offers peripheral services such as BPO 

and SP. Diversification cannot be viewed favorably, however, unless a company is competitive in 

each business domain or field. When a company has a large market share or a solid customer base 

in the market where it operates, R&I analyzes relevant factors to see whether the company will be 

able to maintain its position and customers in the future. For a company whose business domain is 

limited to a specific niche area, on the other hand, the market size becomes a factor that constrains 

the assessment of its earnings base. Even so, a positive evaluation can be given if the demand 

volatility of the business domain is low or the company has a large market share. 

     Building an overseas earnings base as well and thereby diversifying a portfolio in terms of not 

only business lines but geography leads to a favorable assessment. Overseas operations cannot be 

viewed as an earnings base unless the company has strong competitiveness in each region. 

 

(2) Ability to provide solutions 

     A company's capacity to respond to changes in the existing market environment and expand 

its business domains, which is critical for maintenance and enhancement of its earnings base, is 

underpinned by an ability to provide solutions. A company can win highly profitable business deals 

if it is able to stimulate new customer needs by making appropriate proposals on customers' issues 
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it has identified and offering high value through a combination of existing and new products and 

services. 

     When assessing this ability, R&I examines whether a company has a sales structure that 

enables it to grasp the potential needs of customers and make proposals. Forging a close 

relationship with a customer based on deep expertise on the customer's business helps strengthen 

the company's ability to offer proposals. Other important points to check are launches of new 

products and services, as well as a development structure. If a company can provide products and 

services that meet customer needs on the back of its high technological and development 

capabilities, R&I will give a high score to the ability to offer solutions. A structure for developing 

new products and services in an array of fields allows a company to combine various products and 

services, leading to a wider range of solutions offered to solve customers' issues. 

 

II. Evaluation of Financial Risk 

     In addition to quantitative factors in the form of financial data, R&I evaluates qualitative 

factors, such as a company's financial management policy and liquidity risk, in its analysis of 

financial risk. For the printing industry, R&I emphasizes the following financial indicators in view 

of the business characteristics. 

 

(1) Earning capacity 

EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) margin, EBITDA/average total 

assets, operating margin 

     EBITDA margins and operating margins are important as indicators attesting to, from the 

quantitative perspective, a company's competitiveness in terms of products and services and the 

soundness of its cost structure, as well as the capability of coping with low-profit and unprofitable 

sectors. High EBITDA margins and operating margins indicate high flexibility in a company's 

revenue and expenditure structure and its strong resilience in a deteriorating business 

environment. R&I also pays attention to the ratio of EBITDA to average total assets as an indicator 

of asset efficiency. 

 

(2) Scale and investment capacity 

EBITDA, equity capital 

     In addition to capital investment, business investment in the form of mergers and acquisitions 

(M&A) is an important option for expanding business domains. Sufficient investment capacity is 
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required to make such investment flexibly. R&I emphasizes EBITDA, which indicates the size of a 

company's basic cash flow after excluding the effects of changes in working capital, among others. 

     Equity capital fulfills the role of a risk buffer when a company's balance sheet comes under 

stress as a result of reporting a substantial loss or making a large-scale business investment. The 

amount of equity capital is linked to the strength of a company's capacity to obtain external 

financing. Due to the nature of their businesses, printing companies are normally unlikely to incur 

large losses. As long as a company has established a certain level of earnings base, retained 

earnings will accumulate easily. R&I's evaluation takes such characteristics into account. 

 

(3) Debt redemption period 

Net debt to EBITDA ratio 

     In a typical printing business, equipment is hard to become obsolete, and short-term 

recoupment of investment is rarely required. For an electronics business as well, printing 

companies seldom need a substantial amount of funds in a short period of time because they tend to 

use existing equipment. 

     That said, M&A and other large-scale business investment activities are growing. It is vital to 

understand the status of investment payback and the balance between debt and cash flow to see 

whether or not a debt burden has increased significantly. R&I evaluates the debt redemption period 

mainly by looking at an indicator that uses net debt in the numerator and EBITDA, which can be 

compared easily among companies and varies very little from period to period, as the denominator. 

 

(4) Financial profile 

Net D/E ratio (ratio of net debt to equity capital), equity ratio 

     Leverage tolerance and financial health can be discerned from the net D/E ratio and equity 

ratio. R&I examines whether a company has a financial base that allows it to comfortably make 

investments necessary to maintain and strengthen its earnings base even in a harsh environment, 

as well as whether the financial base is strong enough to withstand sizable M&A costs, for example. 

     An electronics business is exposed to a higher risk of earnings fluctuations than a typical 

printing business, but the capital invested by printing companies is not very large in many cases, 

making a serious erosion in capital unlikely. Even if a printing company is involved in an electronics 

business, a superior debt-equity structure is not required. 
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III. Rating for Printing Industry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* This report replaces all previous versions that have been released to date. 

Importance Indicator Importance
Business domain and competitiveness ◎ Earning capacity EBITDA margin ◎

Ability to provide solutions ○ EBITDA/average total assets ○

Operating margin ○

EBITDA ◎

Equity capital ○

Debt redemption period Net debt to EBITDA ratio ◎

Financial profile Net D/E ratio ◎

Equity ratio ○

Note) Importance is indicated by ◎: extremely important, ○: important, or △: relatively important.

Issuer Rating

Industry Risk: Medium

Individual Firm Risk Financial Risk

Scale and investment
capacity

The Rating Determination Policy and the Rating Methodologies R&I uses in connection with evaluation of creditworthiness (collectively, the 
"Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies") are R&I's opinions prepared based on R&I's own analysis and research, and R&I makes no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, adequacy, completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular 
purpose, or any other matter with respect to the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies.  Further, disclosure of the Rating 
Determination Policy and Methodologies by R&I does not constitute any form of advice regarding investment decisions or financial matters or 
comment on the suitability of any investment for any party.  R&I is not liable in any way for any damage arising in respect of a user or other 
third party in relation to the content or the use of the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies, regardless of the reason for the claim, and 
irrespective of negligence or fault of R&I.  All rights and interests (including patent rights, copyrights, other intellectual property rights, and 
know-how) regarding the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies belong to R&I.  Use of the Rating Determination Policy and 
Methodologies, in whole or in part, for purposes beyond personal use (including reproducing, amending, sending, distributing, transferring, 
lending, translating, or adapting the information), and storing the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies for subsequent use, is 
prohibited without R&I's prior written permission. 
 
Japanese is the official language of this material and if there are any inconsistencies or discrepancies between the information written in 
Japanese and the information written in languages other than Japanese the information written in Japanese will take precedence. 


